Cannon Park Proposal 7

Indicative Scheme Visualisations

Proposed visualisation from De Montfort Way

Proposed external courtyard visualisation
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Key Features
Approximately 850 purpose
built student accommodation
units providing a mix of
cluster and studio flats

Re-provision of existing
shopping centre car parking
Enhanced public realm
and new landscaping

High quality architectural treatment

Cycle spaces

Mixture of 3, 4, 5 and 6
storey elements

Proposed ground floor layout

Key:

Cluster Room

UA Studio Room

Common Room

Studio Room

Adaptable UA Studio Room

Car Park
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Shopping Centre Enhancements
The images outlined on this, and the
following board, are early iterations of the
enhancements proposed to the Cannon
Park Shopping Centre. The purpose
of these proposals is to improve the
customer experience at Cannon Park.

These enhancements represent McAleer
& Rushe’s vision for the centre to become
a desirable destination for customers to
visit with a view to attracting new retailers
and exciting food and beverage brands.
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2 Dynamic timber ceiling
feature to provide an
alternative to unsightly
existing structure
3 Playful new
lighting feature
4 Planting to add some
colour and soften the
overall interior feel
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Key:

1 New flooring to bring an
updated feel to the mall
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Key:

5 New kiosk locations
and structures with
zone accent colour
6 All shopfronts to be given
a designated signage area
7 New pause points in areas
of interest for customers
8 New tiled effect for
the shopfront pilasters
9 Extended seating
for new F&B unit

1 New unit to external of
the under utilised Sports
Direct vinyl windows

2 Seating and study tables
provided for all surrounding
F&B units to utilise
3 Updated ceiling to replace
damaged and unsightly
current option
4 Planting to add some
colour and soften the
overall interior feel

5 New flooring to bring an
updated feel to the mall
6 New tiled effect for
the shopfront pilasters
7 Designated Subway
unit seating
8 Playful new
lighting feature
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Shopping Centre Enhancements
The changes will also enhance the
setting of the shopping centre within the
surrounding public realm by improving the
external appearance and connectivity.

Oak Tree
Entrance Extension

De Montfort Way Entrance
Enhancement and Pop Up Units

Existing

The proposed external alterations to
the shopping centre are focused on
improving the existing approaches
and entrances to create a more
inviting environment for shoppers.
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2 Removable food trucks bring
new and exciting food offers
to the area without having
to provide structural units
3 Bold entrances and
Cannon Park signage
4 New bike racks to
accommodate for the
predicted increase in
student use of Cannon Park
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Key:

1 New paving to bring
an updated look to
the developed area
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Key:

5 Additional planting and
seating to create an
inviting environment
for F&B customers

1 Entrance internalised by
glazed extension creating
an internal space for
the WC’s

6 Strap line signage to
give the centre a strong
sense of identity

2 New finishes for the
WC area to create a
fresh and updated feel

7 Newly proposed F&B units

3 Additional semi temporary
box park type units to
the external first floor

8 New tiled effect for
the shopfront pilasters

4 New Cannon Park
3D face illuminated signage

5 Additional
atmospheric lighting
6 Strap line and
geometric pattern
stencil to the back wall
7 External ramp
access updated
8 Cannon Park ‘Pop Up’
Portal signage
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Next Steps
Your feedback is important to us.
We want to establish how our proposal
can enhance the surrounding area
whilst making best use of the site.

Once we have received all the feedback,
we will review our proposals before
submitting a planning application
to Coventry City Council.

Please take a moment to fill in the
feedback forms provided or take one
away and post it back to us using
the FREEPOST address provided, to
arrive no later than 3rd August 2018.

Indicative Timeline for Car Park Redevelopment
July 2018

September 2018 December 2018 Spring 2019

Pre-submission Planning
public exhibition application
submitted

Planning
Committee
determination

Proposed visualisation from De Montfort Way

Summer 2021

Commencement Completion
of development
on site

Land off De Montfort Way: Error! Reference source not found.

Appendix 3: Public Exhibition
questionnaires
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Feedback Form

www.mcaleer-rushe.co.uk

Thank you for taking the time to visit today’s event. This form has been prepared to enable
visitors to give feedback about the emerging proposals for the Cannon Park shopping
centre. Feedback will be carefully considered before a planning application is submitted.
1. How often do you visit the Cannon Park shopping centre?
Several times a week  Weekly  Monthly  Annually  Less than annually 
2. Do you agree that the proposed internal and external shopping centre works will
improve the centre?
Strongly agree

Agree





Neutral



Disagree

Strongly Disagree





3. Do you support the provision of new, managed student accommodation?
Strongly support



Support



Neutral



Object



Strongly object





Strongly object



4. Do you support the re-provision of the existing car parking?
Strongly support



Support



Neutral



Object

Please leave any additional comments below:

Please send your completed feedback form to the FREEPOST address overleaf, to arrive no later
than 3rd August.

Nathaniel Lichfields & Partners Limited (‘Lichfields’) is registered with the Information Commissioners Office (registration
number Z6193122). Your response will be analysed by Lichfields on behalf of our client: McAleer & Rushe. It is not
envisaged that any personal data will be supplied, it will be disregarded and deleted without any undue delay. Responses
to this consultation may be made publicly available.

Lichfields
The St Nicholas Building
St Nicholas Street
Newcastle upon Tyne
NE1 1RF

Land off De Montfort Way: Planning Statement
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